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Chapekar N. 0.— Himlayant.   See No. 456.
Mitra, K. P.— A.ngio-Nepalese   Treaty   of Commerce,   1792.
£PP. LXI, pp. 15-19.	[1350
A brief study of the treaty.
Nepali— The Newars of Katmandu.   NR. XIV, pp. 242-256.
[1351
Traces the origin of the Newars, an ancient tribe which has made
itself famous by their contribution to the cultural heritage of man.
Discusses their religion, their festivals, customs and manners ; caste
system, occupation, language and cultural achievements.
Sen,  Siva Narayana— The   Independent   Hindu   Kingdom.
TME. LXX, pp. 250-259, 20 ilius.	[1352
Describes Nepal broadly and gives a short history of the country.
Rajputana^and Central India
Muni, Kantisagarji— • Chittodni Gazal ane Sankshipta Itihas,
(Gujarati text).   SFGST. V, Pt. 4, pp. 458-472.         [1353
The Ode of Chittor and its history in brief. Hitherto unknown
poem regarding the fort of Chittor a copy of which was discovered
by the writer in an old Jain Library of Anantanathji in Bombay.
The manuscript is in three pages. Another copy of the same poem
with certain variations was discovered by the writer in another Jain
temple at Nagpur. Here. the poem is edited with notes. The poem
is in Rajasthani Hindi ; dated 1708 V. S. (A. D. 1692), and throws a
flood of light on the history of the fort as well as the dynasty.
The author of the poem is one KhataL
Reu, Bisheshwar Nath— False Challenge against the Seniority
of the Jodhpur House.   Jiff. XX, Pt. 1, pp. 22-27.  [1354
Discusses the statement in Ojha's History of Rajputana (See ABIHL
II, No. 672) that Bikaner was senior in lineage over Jodhpur.
Concludes: So far as history is concerned. Jodhpur was the seat of
the Government of Jodhaji the father of Bikaji, and was succeeded
by Satalji, the " elder brother of Bikaj!, and if he (Satalji) adopted
one of the younger brothers of Bikaji (though it has not yet been
proved), Bikaner cannot claim its seniority over Jodhpur.

